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The importance of photography in PR

Get tails  
wagging  
with your  
eye-catching  
images



Subject

The importance of visual communication has soared with the rise of digital and social media pages.

Often when we issue press releases without photos we will get an instant request for images, particularly from 
local publications, many of whom no longer have a pool of photographers to call upon for images. With this in 
mind the importance of photography when issuing PR has become more important.

• When taking a photo it is important to think about what is in the photo. A picture of a raffle prize  
on its own or an award certificate on a table isn’t exciting. 

• Don’t forget we are trying to tell a story with the image.

• To ensure the picture is exciting try to introduce people into the image, especially if they are referenced  
in the press release. 

• Make sure you get the brand featured in some way; this could include standing in front of your signage  
or including your logo somewhere in the image, if possible. 

• Include visual props in the photo, this could be a champagne flute or bottle if you are celebrating 
something or a pen and paper if you are signing a deal.

Aways think carefully about your composition before shooting a photograph 



Composition

• When taking a photo you need to be conscious of what is in the background of the image. Avoid 
including things like plug sockets, furniture, handbags and stray items of clothing, as it draws 
attention away from the subject.

• Make sure the main subject is in centre of the shot and arrange people around it.

• Ensure the lighting is not too harsh or too dim.

• Avoid backlighting the subject when in an enclosed space, this includes taking photos in front of windows.

• Take both landscape and portrait shots where possible. Certain publications may have space  
for one but not the other, so the option of both is best.

• Avoid pictures at a long distance, unless using a camera with a strong optical zoom. 

• Try and make the image look fun, a group of people standing with their arms crossed is very 
intimidating, so try and get people to relax and stand in a more natural pose.

• Explore more than one angle when taking the photo. A head-on photo captures the image well, but  
is not very dynamic, so both low, high and rotated angle photos should be explored, within reason. 

• Most importantly take time when shooting a photo. A rushed photo is very obvious and far  
less likely to be published than one taken with care. 

Static, disengaged, low quality images with no focus  
will say a lot about your company...

...as will dynamic, professional and vibrant ones. 
What do you want your photos to say about you?



Format

Captions

• When sending photographs try and make sure they are in .JPG or .PNG format. These are the two most 
common forms of file format for images.

• When taking a photograph make sure the device you are using is set to a high resolution and that the 
image is sent in its original form. 

• Images should roughly be around 1MB (or more) in size for print publications and 500KB (or more)  
for online use. This allows images to be re-sized by publishers to suit their needs.

•	Try and record everyone’s name (left to right) as they appear within the photo at the time it is taken 
and provide this when sending the image. 

• If something in par ticular is happening in the photo reference it in the caption or in the email. See 
example below.

Jack Turner, Jenny Fisher, Tom Reed, Isabelle Davis, Laura Mills and Phil Lees discuss the merits of photography

“A picture paints a thousand words.”


